55th Year!
Questions are an integral part of learning. They help
me realize areas of study that require clarification.
Here are more questions from BJJY members. Be
aware that sometimes the questions and/or answers
are edited to depersonalize them.
None of the question responses, opinions, or editorial content provide any legal or medical advice in
any form or manner regardless of how qualified or
experienced the author may be. Always consult a
qualified attorney in your state if you need any type
of legal advice or your physician for medical advice.
Also, the opinions expressed in any editorials are
solely those of the author and do not necessarily
represent or reflect the views of the BJJY or its
members individually or as a group.
Q: What is the success rate of black belts from
other ryu requesting cross-certification? 051522
A: According to Marc the cross-certification rate is
very high for those who are able to submit the required materials. However, most initial applicants
give up after seeing the requirements.
Ed note: You can view the requirements/procedure
at
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/crosscertification/ .
Q: Why don’t I have to “sign up or register” with
Hightail to upload/send files to you? 051522
A: Because I’m paying for that service as part of
your membership benefits. From my perspective it
saves me the hassle of dealing with different kinds
of download processes/services and their requirements. From your perspective all you have to do is
use this common link address [ https://
spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin ] also found on
page 10 of this issiue of Kokoro. It’s also more cost
effective for you as you don’t have to sign up or pur-
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chase a drop box service and you have a generous
size/file option of up to 5GB/file.
Q: Why do you require handgun certification
[law enforcement, military, or gun safety] as part
of your black belt promotional requirement?
051622
A: We require some sort of firearm certification,
even if it’s just a handgun safety course, it’s because most people in the US have no idea how a
real gun feels or sounds like when fired. Most martial artists learn gun disarm techniques with plastic,
wood, or rubber guns. However, when you have a
real [unloaded and double-checked for practice] gun
pointed at you face, there’s a different reality that
sets it. And controlling a real handgun or long gun is
different than dealing with a fake weapon,
weightwise and by feel. Also, there’s the possibility
of getting cut or injured by the weapon itself as you
secure control of it. Those are potential things students need to experience.
Q: Why do you have the following statement in
the lower right-hand corner of BJJY membership certificates of members who hold black
belts in other jujitsu ryu or martial arts and have
their rank displayed after their name: “*To confirm/verify this member’s black belt rank/style
ask to see their most recent promotional certifi-

UPCOMING EVENTS
The Zoom workshops will be on Saturday,
& this month, from 8-9:30AM.
If you’d like to participate please click here.
If you need help with a technique or two or have
some topics you’d like us to discuss, please let
me know.

by George Kirby
It’s not uncommon
for me to receive at least
1-2 emails/month asking if
a dummy can be used for
training and testing.
Training dummies
have come a long way
since the homemade versions that even existed in
the 1960’s, not including
the wooden wing chum
dummies or the simple
punching bag. There’s “Bob” [in a variety of manifestations], standup dummies [some in gi], semi rigid
dummies for groundwork, and even some dummies
with flexible joints [for total frivolity].
However, none of them can replicate an actual human being. And as Shakespeare said in Hamlet,
“There’s the rub.”
Yes, you can whack away at “Bob” or the
Wing Chun dummy until your physically exhausted
and thoroughly bruised from the impacts you executed, but that’s about it. Yes, you may improve some
striking skills, but that’s the limitation.
Groundwork, throwable, and jointed dummies
also have some limited applications. You can use
them for what they’re designed for; to be thrown or to
sort of set up certain pins, locks, or holds – and they
won’t complain.
But are you really learning essential skills for
effective self-defense?
Sorry, but the answer is “no”!
You might respond with a one-word question,
“Why?” which is a legitimate question.
A simple answer is a dummy can’t feel what
you’re doing - - - and neither can YOU!
Yes, you can feel the pain of impact and how
a lock, hold, or pin can be applied to an inanimate
object, but you still can’t determine the effectiveness
or the result of your application because you can’t
feel your opponent’s response and how you respond
to your opponent’s response - - - and that’s the key

[ki] to effective self-defense in ANY martial art.
You may be asking, what does “feel” have to
do with effective self-defense? You just execute the
technique and it works, right?
Wrong!
New students tend to depend on their sight to
determine if a technique is set or being done properly. While this concept works very short term for newer students in that visual confirmation shows that
everything is in the right place, it doesn’t mean that
the technique is effective or properly executed. In
fact, many times they get frustrated because the
technique setup looks perfect but nothing is happening because they aren’t actually executing the technique. As any well trained martial artist should know,
what you see is not necessarily what’s happening.
The other concurrent problem among newer
students [and those who have relied solely on training with dummies] is that they don’t know how to apply the proper pressure and/or torque to make a
technique effective. Or they may be fearful of
“hurting” their training partner if they apply any pressure or torque. They may even try feigning some
pressure or torque against hypothetical joints, pressure points, etc., that aren’t physically there on a
dummy.
Fortunately, in some of the traditional martial
arts [judo, jujitsu, aikido, hapkido and some others]
students quickly realize that the effectiveness of a
technique is based upon the “feel” the tori senses
from the uke when the technique is applied properly.
Eventually, usually by the time the student is in the
brown belt range [in Budoshin Jujitsu], he/she is basing the effectiveness of technique, execution or resistance to the execution of the technique solely on
the basis of feel and movement of the uke. Once the
student develops this skill then they can develop the
ability to effectively deal with and counter resistance,
which is something you really can’t do with any kind
of dummy. It may mean adding a bit more pressure
or torque to the technique or it might mean transitioning to another technique to maintain control of and/or
subdue the attacker/uke.
Control? What’s control? Just do the technique and get it over with.
Control is the most important element in effective self-defense.
Once you injure your attacker/uke you can no
longer control him/her as their pain level is too high
and, even more seriously, their adrenalin may kick in,

giving them temporary additional strength and pain
reduction. Their goal is then to get away from you –
fear – and a feeling of threat to their lives. This becomes an extremely dangerous situation for both of
you.
Control, in many cases, will allow you to
control the level of pain your attacker is feeling prior
to injury. How do you know how much pain you’re
creating? By “feel”. By practicing the same technique on each other you learn how the human body
responds to pain by feel. So when you execute a
technique against another human body your feel of
their movement will tell you whether what you’re
doing is effective, how effective it is, what it feels
like, and what it does to the human body --- because you’ve been at the receiving end of the technique as well and have learned from that.
Your ability to control the pain level in an
opponent is what allows you to make techniques
effective. Once you become good at controlling the
pain level you will also realize that pain does not
necessarily mean the same thing as injury, but is a
tool to control an assailant and, their resistance to
what you are doing to control them may result in
them injuring themselves. If you can use pain to
control an assailant’s movements, their cooperation
may prevent them from injuring themselves
Training dummies [any kind] can’t feel or
move like the human body does. They can’t give
you the feedback necessary to determine if what
you’re doing works – or even how well it works.
This is the reason I don’t encourage them for serious training or testing in traditional jujitsu – or any
martial art. They may give you a false sense of security - - - and that can be deadly for you in a street
situation. PERIOD!
cate.” 052122
A: I went to this format [and the small print dis-

claimer] a few years back because I wanted to
give recognition to existing blackbelts regardless of their art, but wanted to protect my reputation by putting the verification of rank certification out there for the “consumer” to check on.
This also puts the burden on the black belt to
provide proof if it’s requested.

NON-SEQUITOR
by Niles
I’ve been asked
[?] to provide a monthly
thought for you to ponder.
See, it looks like I’m pondering even though dogs
can’t really ponder.
Would you believe that Sophie, the German
Shepard, sleeps on her back and snores. Maybe she needs a CPAP machine.
Maybe you can ponder my thought and tell me
what you think it means. I’ll wag my tail and listen.
Q: How can I send belt test videos to you?
052122
A: Your would send videos [following the Student
Handbook test format] to me via the following Hightail link: https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin .
You can send single files up to 5GB/file. I usually
have the link toward the end of every issue of Kokoro under the title of “USE HIGHTAIL TO SEND ME
VIDEOS & OTHER LARGE FILES!”
Q: Do I have to demonstrate the kata and waza at
each belt level exactly as shown in the instructional videos? 052221
A: You don’t have to demonstrate kata exactly as
they’re shown in the videos although the closer the
better. There are probably several variations of each
core technique. As long as the core requested technique is relatively accurate [within acceptable variations] then you can vary the attack, block or distraction, and the submission or finish. As I’m sure you
already know [or will learn] there are very few core
techniques that are etched in stone so to speak.
Also, I don’t necessarily expect “complete”
jujitsu techniques for 6th or 5th kyu. If I ask for an osoto gari and all you do is the sweep for an attack of
you’re choice, I’ll be happy. The reason I show
“complete” techniques for ALL kata and waza at ALL
belt levels is to show the ideal response and what
probably would be somewhat the norm at the brown
and black belt levels, although at brown and black
belt you can use whatever “distraction” and
“finishing” techniques you deem appropriate. Again,
no complete jujitsu technique is etched in stone.

If you err on any kata we can work together
to resolve it. As far as waza is concerned you’re free
to use any jujitsu technique you know as long as
your uke is familiar with it to avoid potential injury.
Q: I am planning to send the payment for the
subscription within these two days. Is it the (test
"set-up" fee) member choice that I should pay?
The one in the yellow? 052422
A: You need to choose one of the BJJY Membership
options at https://budoshin.com/membership/signup/ . You MUST be a member of the BJJY to test.
There is no charge for testing below 3rd kyu brown
belt [Sankyu]. So, if you’re testing for 6th, 5th, or 4th
kyu there is no charge for testing. You just send me
the appropriate video based upon the test instructions in the Student Handbook; 6th kyu page 17, 5th
kyu page 19, 4th kyu page 21. . Testing at these lower ranks is part of your membership fee. The Student Handbook will also be sent to you as part of
your membership package.
Starting at testing for 3rd kyu page 23-25,
there is a $25 test setup fee. Also, starting at sankyu
testing is done “live” via Zoom.
There are no fee descriptions in yellow. The
only items that are yellow are the PayPal payment
buttons.
Q: I am interested in your dvd course as a supplement to membership in our local Budoshin
Jujitsu dojo. The dojo and the instructors are
listed on the AJA roster, but they only hold class
once a week. Is the curriculum fairly consistent
between instructors? 052522
A: Thank you for contacting me. To answer your
questions:
I would like to think that the curriculum is fairly consistent among all Budoshin Jujitsu dojo. Keep
in mind that not all AJA dojo teach Budoshin Jujitsu.
A lot of it depends on the depth of instruction of your
sensei. If your sensei is using my Student Handbook
and/or the 8 video series as the basis then we’re
probably fairly close. I tend to also teach a lot of variations of the core techniques due to the background
that Seki gave me. If your sensei is using other criteria I’d be curious to see it, just for comparison sake.
If you sensei was trained by Sensei McCurdy there
might be a heavier emphasis on judo & other minor
differences. There are also some sensei who add to
the belt requirements I have. Also, some sensei

ONLY
CAN GET MY BOOKS
BACK IN PRINT
If you’d like to see my out-of-print books available
again, either digitally [online] or in print, please contact
Patrick
Sternkopf
at
psternkopf@blackbeltmarketing.com .
.
My out-of-print books are:

Jujitsu: Intermediate Techniques of the
Gentle Art Vol 2 #441
Amazon $7-68 Ebay $8-111

Jutte: Power of Ten-Hands Weapon
#452
Amazon $3000+ Ebay $141-183

Jujitsu Nerve Techniques #473
Amazon $28-165 Ebay $40-85

Jujitsu Figure-4 Locks #506
Amazon $16-465 Ebay $100-361
[available on Kindle]

Please email Michael Dillard and let him know you’d like
to see my books back in print or digital format. Give 2-3
reasons for bringing them back into print and be sure to
ask him when they’ll be available online or back in print.

You’re the only one who can do this!

Thank you
Note: Used or new copies are sometimes available at
www.amazon.com or www.ebay.com
Above Amazon book prices are as of 7/2020

teach the techniques in different sequences. What is
nice though, is that by the time a student reaches
black belt they all are similarly proficient.
Q: [Second question — based on above] Is this
the normal way your home instruction materials
are used? 052522
A: How my instructional materials are used is dependent on the user. [I know this is another answer
that’s not simple.] If the sensei follows the Student
Handbook I produced and the home videos as a basis of their instruction, then they’re being followed. If
they’re using some other criteria, then there may be
a potential for minor conflicts in what is taught when
& how.
In some cases the home instructional materials are used when no dojo/sensei is readily available. The 8-videos are sometimes used as supplementary material by some students in a dojo. However, if the sensei is not aware of the specifics of
technique execution as presented in the video there
may be some conflicts. So be very considerate of
your sensei if you see differences. You must also
keep in mind that there are different ways to set up
and execute some techniques.
What you might want to do is compare the

promotional criteria from your dojo with the criteria
presented at https://budoshin.com/training-testing/
belt-rank-requirements/ . This might give you some
insight, as least with respect to the kata taught. If
your testing is divided into kata and waza [waza is
not listed on my website for some reason] I tend to
teach different techniques for the waza portion, especially on the videos, so that students develop a
stronger and more varied technique base. They ultimately learn more techniques [kata] for each belt
rank. A student can usually “get by” on the waza portion of a belt test [in the Student Handbook] by using
the “kata” required techniques. However, if they stick
to this narrow course they won’t have the depth of
technical knowledge that a student who has learned
additional techniques for use in the kata portion of a
test. I hope you can follow this line of thinking.
Hope I’m not causing sensei/student issues
here.
Q: I just checked the cross-certification criteria
on your website [ https://budoshin.com/trainingtesting/cross-certification/ ]. They seem to be very
difficult. Is there a reason for this? 052522
A: Cross-certifying means that you are securing certification in a different ryu of a martial art. In my
book, in order to do that , you must meet the normal

1-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $45
2-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $85*
5-year US or International BJJY membership . . . ONLY $150*

1 year BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course:
. . . ONLY $119.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files]
5 year US BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course
. . . ONLY $234.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files]
Click on: https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/
to get your membership.
*2 and 5 year BJJY memberships or either Package Deal will also
qualify you to receive over 100 streaming videos for FREE!
All membership certificates are sent to you as pdf files for you to download and print.
If you want “hard copies” of certificates mailed to you please contact me for shipping charges.

criteria of the ryu you are trying to cross-certify into.
Also, if you secure cross-certification it means that
you have met the same criteria as for normal promotions. If you get a copy of our Black Belt Handbook
you’ll realizes that the criteria for regular promotion
and cross-certification are essentially the same.
Cross-certification also means that you are
capable of teaching Budoshin Jujitsu using our terminology and criteria, and you’re willing/planning to
do so.
So, our cross-certification criteria isn’t difficult. It’s the same criteria as for regular promotion.
The only difference is that you need to meet all the
prerequisites and conditions at one time whereas it’s
a slow but consistent accumulation of the requirements by students in a continuous Budoshin Jujitsu
dojo environment over time as the sensei gets to
know the student.
Surprisingly, most candidates that complete
all the prerequisites have a very good chance of securing a dan grade cross-certification into Budoshin
Jujitsu.
Q: I still need last clarification about what I
should prepare specifically for the mat portion of
the nidan exam as this is my first Budoshin Jujitsu belt exam? 052722
A: Good question!
You would not be taking the mat exam if
there were any problems or concerns about anything else pertaining to your evaluation for nidan.
So, this is the “last step”.
You will be taking the mat portion of the nidan exam via Zoom.
In the “kata” portion of the exam:
1. I will randomly call out the Japanese name of a
technique. You will immediately tell your uke
how to attack you [your choice] and you will
demonstrate the technique I called out. Your
complete kata should include some sort of distraction [if necessary] such as a block, hit or
strike, nerve attack, or other movement, followed
by the actually requested kata, and then a finishing hold, submission, pin, lock, hit or kick, or other movement to serve as a “finish” if it’s possible
to do so. Try to avoid repetition of distraction and
submission techniques as best you can.
2. You will NOT have to explain what you did.
3. I may ask you to demonstrate a second variation

of the requested kata.
4. I will repeat this process for 5-8 randomly selected kata taken from the shodan and nidan kata
list.
5. I am not looking at how fast you can execute the
kata but how well you execute it. So I’m looking
at quality, not speed.
In the “waza” portion of the exam:
1. I will call out a randomly selected attack from the
list of attacks on the shodan waza list.
2. Your uke will attack you with that attack.
3. You may use any jujitsu technique you know to
“defend” yourself from that attack.
4. You will NOT have to explain what you did.

By Scott Anderson
Over the decades I’ve met partners
who ignore an instructor’s direction and opt
to follow their whimsy
to personally test me
with some hard surprise attack.
Being tested by
my instructor is par for
the course because he
has a training plan for
me, and always has
my best interests and improvement at heart. I have
trained in scenarios based on sudden attacks, but
those situations were planned training modes with
safety concerns addressed. An on the fly desire by
someone just to see what I might do if properly stimulated seems as rude as it is unsafe.
The first time it happened was a teachable
moment—blame my inexperience, and fortunately, I
learned from it. I had trained in soft martial arts but
was just starting ju-jitsu. I had to travel for work, and
my instructor informed everyone that the dojo would
be closed because a visiting hapkido team would be
housing in the school for the weekend. Since I
missed the training week, my instructor arranged for
me to have my very first (and as it turned out only)
hapkido lesson with the visitors.
I was a brown belt in yudo and arrived to find
quite a number of black belts training. Their instructor asked if I had studied self-defense because that
was what they were practicing, and all that they
would be practicing. He asked if I knew how to
counter an overhead knife strike, so I explained that I
knew how to block an overhead strike with a fist or
stick, so I thought that I could do it. He made one of
those “hmmmphf” sounds, and picked up a wooden
training knife and attacked—hard.
First there was the good news—faster than a
humming bird’s wings I zipped in to meet the attacking hand and slid oh so smoothly into a seoi nage.

Thus comes the bad news—my sport grip on his arm
allowed me to drive the training blade hard into my
stomach as I bent into the throw. As much pain and
bruising as that effort cost a real knife would have
been more merciful.
I asked what I did wrong because everyone
else was successfully practicing exactly that technique. I realized that the attacking knife did not act
precisely like a striking fist or stick, and I hoped for
some deeper insight, but I was informed that I must
turn the attacking wrist to direct the blade away from
my body. I, in fact, tried to do that several more
times, and at best provided an ineffective Indian
burn. I asked again what I was doing wrong, but by
then, the group was bored with trying to enlighten
me, so I respectfully bowed out.
I learned how to counter that correctly—much
later. In that case, I do not fault how I was treated. I
was allowed to practice on the theory that I could
keep up with a team that was training for an event. I
was checked and found wanting.
Months later in this dojo a new black belt arrived who was very hard core. He considered everyone who wasn’t the head instructor as fair game for
spontaneous testing. His technique was to sneak up
on someone who was instructing and grab him by
the back of the collar and stomp out the back of the
knee. From there, he would lecture the group on the
need for constant situational awareness because if a
black belt could be taken out that easily—how could
a mere colored belt survive? This stunt led to several injuries, so as a group called him on it in front of
the head instructor who did his best mock stern admonition to leave the testing to the owner. Eventually, this black belt left for a new job, and injuries
neared zero.
Years later, I beat someone in a sambo tournament. He was a decent martial artist and asked if
I would come and do a class at his dojo. Upon arriving, I found a school that throwing and joint locking
was not often taught because their floor was only
lightly padded carpet. We agreed to work on techniques that wouldn’t require hard landings and to
focus on ground work. He wanted to start with underhand knife strike counters.
He admonished his class to pay attention in
case I moved too fast, so they shouldn’t look away.
That should have been my clue… He was certainly
not slow, and he adopted a ready stance for the un-

derhanded knife strike and leaped forward, but in his
forward motion he reversed his knife grip and came
in with a wicked overhead knife strike.
Did I mention that I had learned to counter
that? By reflex, I did, and not with seoi-nage, but
with a Russian “windmill” that blended with the
downward attacking arm motion with a variant of uke
otoshi, and to my horror, he arced through the air to
hit hard, but he bounced right back up with a big grin
on his face exclaiming—“Didn’t I tell you that he was
fast? Hope you were looking because we won’t do
that again!”
To me, like having a leg kicked out from behind while teaching a class, this is the kind of test
that I can do without. Me proving something for
someone else’s amusement doesn’t seem to be
within dojo etiquette.
The last time that this happened was in a
class for Israeli hand-to-hand combat. My partner
that day was a martial artist meaning that he belonged to several schools for several styles and
practiced where ever he was nearest to that day.
Apparently, he tended to show up there about twice
a year, and I was his partner because if I was experienced, he would probably enjoy picking my brain,
and the instructor decided that I was the least likely
to be damaged by him. Great.
This time, the class was directed to attack
with an overhead knife strike, so of course, since he
heard that I was a martial artist, he just had to know.
That means his overhead knife strike switched low
and fairly vicious toward my lower belly. Again reflex
took over, and we ended with his arm bent behind

his back and his knife held at his throat.
He squealed—“What was that? It’s not on
the curriculum here!” I explained that since he hadn’t followed directions that he surprise me, and I had
reverted to SAMBO. He was upset and demanded
to know what I had done because that was not SAMBO because his SAMBO instructor never taught him
that. I did eventually show him how I did it, and he
could imitate the motion, and I mollified him by telling
him it was tae kwon do—then he found out that I had
never studied tae kwon do...
There are times to check, if not to test. Years
ago, we had a new student from the UK show up for
ju-jitsu training wearing a red belt. He looked about
30 years old, so I asked the head instructor who he
should he train with? The response was roughly,
“Surely, I could tell that he wasn’t a judan?” So in he
went with a purple and brown belt, but on his first fall
we learned that in the UK what we mark with a white
belt they mark with a red. We apologized profusely,
and he trained with our beginners for a couple of
months before returning home.
If there is a moral to this story—please, unless you are someone’s instructor, don’t test your
partner. It’s okay to ask and confirm backgrounds,
but we would all be safer and better served if you got
your own training done without worrying if a partner
meets or exceeds your standards. The hapkido instructor was right to question my skill to play at their
level, and that day, I wasn’t up to speed. Unlike
those sticks and stones, in this case, the words won’t
hurt anyone, but a mistimed action can be critical.

5. I may ask you to demonstrate 1-2 additional de-

If you have any additional questions please

fenses for the particular attack. .
6. I will repeat this process for 5-10 randomly selected attacks taken from the shodan waza list.
7. I am not looking at how fast you can execute the
kata but how well you execute it. So I’m looking
at quality, not speed, although I understand that
quality sometimes suffers in the “waza” portion
of any belt rank test.
If you pass the mat exam, which I think and
hope you will, [otherwise I would have expressed my
concerns], I will be able to offer you a promotion to
nidan in Budoshin Jujitsu. You will have a choice of
“accepting” or “rejecting” it.

ask.
A few side notes:
1. I will send you a copy of your promotional certificate as a pdf for you to print within a couple of
days of your promotion.
a. If you’d like the actual physical certificate
mailed to you – folded like a letter – there is no
charge for regular airmail postage. However,
the envelope would not be insured or trackable.
b. If you’d like the actual physical certificate
mailed to you flat [unfolded] I’d have to send it
via Priority Mail [which is also insured and

trackable], but it would cost $40-45 to mail.
[Ouch!]
3. I assume you already have a black belt. When
my black belts get a promotion to nidan they
usually have two red stripes, about 1.2-1.3mm
[1/2”] in width with a 1.2-1.3mm [1/2”] space between them stitched onto one end of their belt
about 2.5-3mm [1½”] above the end of the belt.
Additional dan promotions result in added red
stripes.
4. I don’t know what kind of knot you use to tie your
belt, but if you can, I’d appreciate it if you could
tie it in the manner described
at https://
www.budoshin.com/BeltTie.pdf , unless you’re
already using that knot. In some martial arts it’s
called the “death knot”. [I can explain that if you
wish.]

3 EASY WAYS to PAY!
PayPal: The most common way to pay for memberships & merchandise.
Zelle: If you bank at JP Morgan Chase, Bank of
America, Wells Fargo, First Bank, Capitol One, U.S.
Bank, and almost 7,000 other financial institutions,
[check https://www.zellepay.com/get-started ], you
can use Zelle to send money directly to my checking account. Email me for total prices including
shipping for the items you want before paying with
Zelle.
Skrill: Good for those of you who don’t use PayPal,
especially international purchasers. Go to
www.skrill.com for more info. You will have to pay a
percentage fee to send money directly to my checking account. Email me for total prices including
shipping for the items you want before paying with
Skrill.
Please avoid sending checks [numerous
restrictions & time constraints], or money via Western Union [time & inconvenience] unless there are
no other options open to you. Any checks from foreign countries must be payable from a US bank
and will have a minimum 10-15 working day processing delay due to banks’ check clearing procedures. The three choices above in red will give you
the best opportunities for the quickest turnaround
between your payment and shipping your order to
you.

5. Just as a side-side note, when Seki offered me
my nidan the first time, I rejected it. [He never
formally tested his students for belt promotions
or discussed it with them. He just did it with no
advance notice, discussion, or warning –very
traditional.] After class Seki came up to me and
said, “I’m going to offer you nidan again next
month. You have a choice, accept it or “there’s
the door.’” The next month I accepted the nidan
promotion.

Q: Should all techniques start from a tachi waza
[ready position]? What if I can’t start out in that
static standing position? 052822
A: Starting from tachi waza is an ideal situation and
assumes that both the attacker and you are standing still which rarely happens on the street. However, it’s a lot easier to teach techniques to students
initially. Seki taught us to also “help” our attacker by
moving with him. This also allowed us to sense the
attacker’s momentum [ki] and adjust our footwork so
we could execute techniques using his ki from a momentarily balanced position. That’s harder to teach
but more important for survival.
If you practice moving with your attacker
[helping him] you will develop your skill at finding
that balanced position/moment [which will become
your tachi waza] so you can execute whatever technique you use from a fairly balanced position.
Q: Where can I get “red stripes” stitched onto
my black belt? 052822
A: Any dry-cleaning store that has a tailor should be
able to do it for you. Be sure to give them specific
instructions. You will probably have to pay several
dollars to have this done.
If you’re ordering a belt from a martial arts
supplier they will sometimes embroider your belt
[with whatever you want put on it] for an additional
charge.]
A really inexpensive alternative is to buy
some 1/2” width red plastic tape and wrap it around
your belt. [That’s what Seki had us do — and what I
have my students do [3rd-1st brown belt] as well as
black belts. I even keep colored tape in the dojo to
save my student the expense of buying a roll of colored tape just to use 3-4” of a roll. If you’re a sensei
it’s also a nice way to make a belt promotion ceremony a bit more satisfying for the promoted student.]

Q: Can you give me an explanation about escaping & reversing lock and holds on the waza
portions of the Nidan test? 052822
A: I don’t test on this unless I know the student has
practiced done this and then it’s more of a demonstration on their part under their full control. They
decide on what lock or hold they’re going to do a
reverse for and demonstrate it slowly. To me that’s
the only safe way to do this. Otherwise the risk of
injury and sloppy execution is too high. I might do
it in an in-person situation, so that I have almost
absolute safety controls, but if you’ve never done
this it would be careless and irresponsible of me to
put you in a “dangerous” situation.
Q: Why do you require responding to continuous random street attacks by 1-2 attackers
starting on the ikkyu– 1st brown belt belt exam? It seems a bit excessive and dangerous in
terms of training requirements. 060122
A: One of the goals of ANY martial art should be
self-defense against street-type attacks. Traditional Japanese jujitsu should be training you for this
skill.
Normally, belt testing in Budoshin Jujitsu
includes both a kata and waza section, in which
the student knows what specific skills he will have
to demonstrate. He thus can prepare for the
“known.”
However, dealing with the “unknown” on a
random and continuous basis is what the
“responding to continuous and random street attacks” for 1 minute measures. Yes, form/kata does
suffer. Yes, the tori doesn’t have time to think
about what he’s going to do or do next. Yes, it can
be exhausting for both tori and uke.
But, what am I looking for? I’m looking for
“mushin” on the part of the tori. Can he/she respond to a variety of unknown attacks in a coherent manner? Can the tori exercise some control
over the situation? Does he/she demonstrate control? Are his/her techniques effective?
In all honesty here, there are some limitations for safety sake. The uke may not resist any
techniques. Nor may the tori use excessive force.
[But from my students’ street experiences—and
mine, we’ve never encountered any real resistance
because the attacker didn’t know what was happening until it was too late to do anything about it.
Nor was the use of excessive force ever a necessi-

1. Please make sure your uke is familiar with the
techniques you’re going to do.
2. Please make sure your video camera, cellphone, tablet, or laptop camera is at about waist
height.
3. Please make sure the camera can cover the entire mat area in which the techniques will be executed.
4. Please make sure your cellphone or other device is in a horizontal position BEFORE you
start recording. Otherwise your video will be
sideways and there’s no way to fix that.
5. Please do a short test video so you are sure
your cellphone or other device e is a] recording
correctly—including sound, b] is in the correct
position and c] can playback properly on a computer screen.
6. Please position yourself and your uke so that
most of the technique execution is visible [can
be seen by the device camera]. On occasion
you may also repeat the technique execution
from a different angle to make sure the entire
sequence is visible.
7. Send a copy of your video to me using Hightail
[see details below].
8. Keep the original of your video for yourself..

You can send large files, such as your belt rank
test/evaluation videos, or even videos of a technique you’re having problem with, [up to 5gb/file] to
me via my Hightail “dropbox” at https://
spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin [new link] for
FREE as part of your BJJY membership benefits.
Just click on the link above & follow the directions. Also, you do NOT have to register or sign up
with Hightail to send me these video files.

Comparing Ryu in Many Ways
A long answer by George Kirby
Ed note: I received an inquiry to compare another
sensei’s 5th-1st kyu requirements with that of the
Budoshin Jujitsu Student Handbook. Although I dealt
with generalities rather than specific technique requirement differences, I think [I hope] I gave a more
comprehensive response. I’m reprinting it here separately, not only because my response was really
long, but because different sensei and ryu have their
own criteria for rank promotions.
Also, I hope that my response gives a fairly
good clarification between the kata and waza sections on a test. In addition, please be aware I have
added some information that was not included in my
initial response to the other sensei which I felt was
important.
What is surprising and probably unique to
jujitsu, is that in spite of sensei and ryu differences,
by the time a student gets to shodan they have a
surprisingly similar core technical background —
which is not common in many other martial arts.
A: Guess I’m just going to have to send you the Student Handbook as a matter of cross-reference. But
that’s ok as I’m learning from you too. I really wish
we were close enough [distance-wise] so we could
sit down and compare notes. I noticed a number of
similarities in both systems but some differences as
well – and that’s ok. I’m not the “last or final word” on
what should be taught to who when.
The only structural difference in our belt requirements is that yours is probably more technique
specific than the Budoshin Handbook is – and
there’s nothing wrong with your approach. However,
let me explain a bit about the Budoshin Handbook
system is set up.
I also noticed is that you do spend more time
on ground defenses than does Budoshin – and that’s
still ok.
I don’t really push groundwork [doing techniques from sitting or lying position on the ground,
reversing pins, getting out of holds], until the brown
belt level as I want my students to be comfortable
from a standing position first – and many of the
standing techniques can also be done from the
ground with some modifications – and care because

technique execution on the ground naturally uses a
lot more torque in a smaller radius.
Second, the emphasis in Budoshin Jujitsu is
to get out of “ground situations” as quickly as possible because that’s the worst place to be in a street
fight, especially if your attacker has “friends.” Your
primary goal is to get back up onto your feet and
whatever “rules” exist in normal newaza don’t exist in
Budoshin Jujitsu. Also, because the only rule in a
street fight is escape and survival, teaching groundwork requires a lot more supervision to avoid injuries. “Maitte” takes on a special meaning on the
ground.
In the Budoshin Student Handbook each belt
rank has requirements that are divided into kata and
waza. In the kata portion the student is expected to
demonstrate specific kata, e.g. koshi nage, tomoenage, te nage [a.k.a. kote gaeshi], etc. As they move
to higher ranks the kata is expected to include whatever deflections or blocks that are necessary, a distraction technique [hit, kick, nerve attack or pressure
point, etc.], the actual technique, and then a submission [which may be a hit, kick, stomp, palm or elbow
strike, choke, pin, standing comealong, etc – whatever they’ve learned] to make it a “complete” kata.
They reach this skill level by 2nd – 1st brown belt. In
some ryu these [blocks, distractions, submisions,]
are taught as separate elements for students to
learn. In others, such a Budoshin, they’re simply integrated and taught as part of the learning process
without any specific name.
Another variable in the kata segment is that
many of the technique names are pretty generic.
This is because Seki used a lot of generic terminology for technique names. By the time a student is a
brown belt they probably know several koshi nage, te
waza, shimi waza [choking techniques], shioku waza
[nerve techniques], etc. So, if the examiner asks for
an ippon seoi nage [one-arm hip throw], he may get
any one of 2-4 variations at least] of the ippon seoi
nage, not include the other elements that make it a
“complete” technique.
Then there’s the “waza” section, where the
student is expected to demonstrate any technique [or
kata] of their choice from the current or any previous
belt list to deal with the specified attack [such as hit,
club attack, choke, etc.]– and they don’t have to tell
the examiner what technique [kata] they’re going to
use before or after they execute it. This is where

many more variables can come into play – and if the
sensei has “done his job” there will be more options
for the student who is being tested which is to his
advantage. Some, a few sensei will simply teach the
kata for each belt rank and most of those kata can be
used to deal with the attacks in the waza section.
Most Budoshin sensei, however, will teach additional
techniques or variations to their students and the students will practice those best suited to them.
Are students tested on everything they learn?
Below brown belt - - - yes. But starting at brown belt
and up it’s a random selection of kata and waza that
must be executed well. So the student still has to
know all the kata and be able to deal with all the waza. He/she just doesn’t know which ones until they’re
actually called for on the mat. It’s like any other test
in any other subject. You’re not tested on everything
but you have to know everything to score well. I
could explain this selective testing approach in much
more detail but I don’t think it would serve any real
purpose here.
As a side note, I have seen some brown and
black belt testing where the student has to demonstrate every kata & waza they’ve learned from white
belt on up. It’s physically exhausting for them and, by
the end of the actual “testing” for their specific belt
level, usually an hour or more, their performance
looks like garbage. The reality is that most street
fights/attacks are usually over within several seconds. So lengthy testing merely becomes a matter of
testing endurance rather than proficiency.
There’s one other factor here in brown and
black belt testing. To me, as a sensei, testing is a
formality. I won’t let a student test for these higher
ranks unless I’m pretty sure they can pass. My evaluation of their performance started months earlier by
ty.]
Also, since all techniques [kata] are taught
for street attacks and students are also put in random-attack situations, usually starting around their
3rd-4th week of training, they’ve been developing
their mushin since the outset of their training whether they knew it or not. They realize that good judgement can help them avoid physical confrontations
and mushin can help them deal effectively with
physical attacks from the outset of their training. So,
by the time they’re at sankyu level, they’re pretty
good at dealing with continuous random attacks.

observing their growth and proficiency as they practice in the dojo.
Admittedly there are a lot of “ifs” here. However, the primary goal is to have each student develop a personalized self-defense system that work for
them. By giving them options and choices students
surprisingly become well-rounded in their knowledge
of the art in the process.
Another thing I’ve noticed among jujitsuka of
different ryu, especially in the brown and black belt
range, is that if you put them together they can work
out with each other surprisingly well and learn different variations of technique execution quite easily
from each other at the same time. I think this says a
lot about the commonalities in the art and the ability
of sensei to bring students to this level. By the time a
student is a shodan, regardless of ryu, they all seem
to have a good working knowledge of all the core
techniques of the art. I think that says a lot about the
art of jujitsu itself and the sensei who teach the art.
When I’ve run summer camps [usually 15-20
participants maximum – brown and black belts only]
we usually have at least 4-5 different ryu on the
same mat. Once we get past the terminology names
[in Japanese and English] it’s very pleasantly surprising how well everyone can train and learn from each
other. As Seki said [I and believe] that once you get
past the terminology jujitsu is jujitsu is jujitsu. There
are no styles or ryu. I think the style/ryu is HOW we
teach WHAT we teach.
Sorry to be so long-winded. [I’m sure there’s
a common similar saying within your country. :) - - and I won’t be offended.]
If you have any questions about the Student
Handbook please let me know.

Becoming proficient at this skill is a process,
as is learning anything and proficiency improves
with practice. Also, as the student gains more technical proficiency and knowledge of techniques, their
success rate improves. Most importantly they can
see their growth and success in the use of their martial arts skills.
So, why is it part of the test? Because proficiency in traditional jujitsu is a measure of your selfdefense skills. And for self defense skills to be effective you must be able to deal with the unknown!

